
Optional year 5 and 6 homework: Term 4 Week 4 

 

READING: CHARACTER MAP 

 

As you read your novel over the next fortnight, create a concept map showing everything you learn (or already know) from the text 

about each of the main characters (approximately 4 – 6 characters is a good starting point).  

 

Dividing an A3 page into 4 – 6 sections is a great way to do this (you can ask your teacher for some A3 paper if you need some!). 

 

Then, having created a concept map about each individual main character, use a different style of line (say, a dotted line, or using 

different colour/s) illustrate the connections you have made between the different characters in your novel.  

 

This can become a “live” document, which means that you can continue to build upon your concept maps and connections as you 

read the rest of your book. 

 

SPELLING: 9-LETTER WORD 

 

I T N 

V E D 

E R G 

 

All words must be four-letters or greater. 1 point per letter of all correct words (no proper nouns, please!), with an extra bonus point 

if you use the central letter; for example, the word ‘TIRE’ would be worth 5 points (4 letters + the central letter).  

 

Double-points (ie. 20) for any nine-letter words you can find. 

 

WINNER, WINNER, CHICKEN DINNER 

(Adam Spencer; 2017) 

 

Three travellers arrive at their hotel late, LATE one night. 

 

As, they check in, exhausted, they ask the kitchen if they could get some food. “We’ve only got chicken nuggets,” says the 

manager. “No problem,” the travellers reply. “Fry up every last nugget you have, and have them delivered to our room please!” 

 

The travellers get to their room, but are so tired that they immediately collapse asleep in their beds before the food arrives. The 

room service waiter knocks on the door, but there’s no answer. Both impulsive and greedy, he helps himself to exactly half of the 

nuggets before setting the room service tray down on the floor outside the door. 

 

Fifteen minutes later, one of the travellers wakes to the smell of chicken nuggets. She brings the tray inside and – being an honest 

lady – does the right thing and eats one-third of the nuggets, leaving the remaining two thirds for her travel companions. She then 

falls straight back to sleep. 

 

A few minutes later, another traveller wakes up and, assuming that the room service waiter delivered all of the nuggets into the 

room (why wouldn’t she assume this?!), eats one-third of the nuggets on the tray and leaves the rest for her buddies before she, 

too, falls back asleep. 

 

Shortly thereafter, the third traveller wakes and – like her fellow travellers – assumes that she’s the first person to wake, eats one-

third of the nuggets and promptly returns to a deep sleep. 

 

When the travellers all wake again in the morning, there are eight (8) nuggets sitting cold and alone on the room service tray. 

 

How many nuggets did the kitchen originally cook up for the weary travellers? And how many nuggets did each person eat? 


